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Hello everyone, 

I am happy to be able to reach out to you in the newsletter despite the strange times we are experiencing. It has 

been a unique time for the American Red Cross and the country. Across the entire Red Cross we are looking for ways 

to continue our work while protecting our workers. I want to start this newsletter with what I believe to be most 

important. I want to encourage you all to donate blood. With so many people uncomfortable with leaving their 

homes, scheduled blood donations are significantly down. We need to work collectively to increase blood donations. 

Literally, we can save lives by doing this. If you are ineligible to donate, please encourage friends, family, and 

neighbors to donate. If we work together on this we can make a real difference.  

Now that you have all returned from donating blood, let’s talk about IHL. I want to discuss our IHL efforts and I want 

to do that with a story of two very different months – March and April. First, let me be very clear that there are no 

official targets for the IHL dissemination program, however, in FY20, our capacity building year for the IHL program, 

we wanted to track IHL outreach and class participants against a notional target to help us establish a start point for 

the follow on years. With that caveat done, let’s talk about the two months.  
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The first thing I noticed is that it is very clear from our March metrics (see Chart 1), that the impact of COVID-19 was 

real and significant. The few outreach events in March were completed early in the month before the stay at home 

restrictions kicked in. Now, look at the metrics from April (see Chart 2.) What you see is a huge jump in outreach. This 

is because online classes really took off. It took us a month to pivot to teaching online, get our virtual feet under us, 

but once we did we were off running. I could not be more proud of our team of instructors that have embraced this 

new way of doing business. 

I am also excited by the opportunities virtual platforms presents. While I hope that soon we can get back to standing 

in the same room with people talking IHL in person, I also firmly convinced that virtual classes are here to stay. We 

have tapped a new market for IHL dissemination and we need to continue to embrace and grow it. I know we will 

only get better at doing this as we go along and build off each other with shared lessons learned. The back of this 

newsletter has our tips for conducting online classes. They include things that we have learned the hard way so 

hopefully you don’t have to.  

Finally, I want to talk just a minute about a new program to identify misuse of the Red Cross emblem. The name and 

emblem of the American Red Cross enjoy wide respect and trust. There are many companies that wish to use our 

reputation to market their products, especially in a time where people are searching for medical products in the 

pandemic. In partnership with the Office of the General Counsel, we have started a new team of volunteers to help 

address this issue. While we started this because of the current crisis, we do see this as an enduring problem and we 

plan to continue this effort after this crisis has passed.  

Let me close my comments by saying thank you! One of the things that makes me the most proud of the Red Cross is 

that over 90% of our work is done by volunteers. People like you who are willing to give generously of their time and 

talents. We are making a difference because you make a difference. I know things feel a little different and we are all 

wondering what it will be like when this passes. I don’t have that answer, but I do know that we’re all in this together 

so as long as we have people willing to help we will be just fine.  

(Continued from page 1) 

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT 
“Good actions give strength to ourselves and inspire good actions in others.” - Plato 

Fundamental to the successful realization of the Red Cross and Red Crescent movement is the volunteer. To all the 

volunteers we say thank you, your demonstration of selfless service is inspiring and the positive impact that you 
have made for so many cannot be emphasized enough. At this time the IHL-NHQ team wants to recognize an                        
exceptional volunteer and express our gratitude to Rachel Berman-Vaporis. 

Rachel Berman-Vaporis has been volunteering with the IHL team at National Headquarters 
since Fall of 2019,  helping us develop the materials that would be used for the 7th Annual 
Clara Barton IHL Competition (CBC.) Although the pandemic forced us to cancel this year’s 
competition, it would not have even been a possibility without Rachel sharing her creative-
mind and legal expertise with us. Rachel’s passion for the job truly illustrated the 
humanitarian spirit of our founder Clara Barton, and she has left a positive mark on all of us 
who have had the pleasure of working with her. For that reason the IHL team at National 
Headquarters wants to acknowledge her selfless service by awarding her this year’s Clara 

Barton Competition’s Angel of the Battlefield Spirit Award. This award goes to the person in the Clara Barton IHL 
Competition that most embodies the spirit of Clara Barton.  Congratulations Rachel! 
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This section provides and opportunity for a Red Cross IHL-Instructor to briefly share their volunteer story and         

perspective on why being a Red Cross Volunteer and IHL Instructor is  important. This month's addition comes from 

Expert Level Instructor, Roberta Brown, from the Central-Atlantic Division.  

A Volunteers Perspective 

By Roberta Brown 

Senior NHQ IHL Partner and Expert Level IHL Instructor, Central Atlantic Division 

When I started my Red Cross volunteer service as a new chapter board  member over 20 

years ago, my view of the American Red Cross was like that of most people: "Blood, Flood, 

First Aid", and a few services for the military.  So many times, people would see my logo lapel 

pin and offer appreciation for the service a Red Cross volunteer had made in their life at some 

time of great need. I heard about a meal and place to stay after a disaster, a service member's 

trip home due to a family emergency, a desperately needed transfusion, life-saving CPR, and even a family reunited 

through international tracing.   

As my board term came to an end, the only question was how I could best serve? After hearing a National 

Headquarters speaker describe the Red Cross role as a guardian of international humanitarian law, I was hooked. I 

signed up for a class to become an instructor. A dozen years later, I'm still hooked. Serving as a volunteer IHL 

instructor gives me not only continuing opportunities to serve, but also provides new information and access to many 

other Red Cross services. Spreading the word about IHL is a fundamental responsibility of every national society of the 

Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and I've found it's is also an interesting and rewarding opportunity for the  

volunteers who do so. 

Why do I Volunteer? 

7th Annual Clara Barton IHL Competition 

Like so many other events across the country during the month of March the IHL  team at 

National Headquarters was forced to make the tough decision of canceling this year’s 

competition. Fortunately we were able to cancel the competition with enough time for 

many of the teams to avoid making the journey to DC. However, as this year’s competition 

was open to universities across the Americas, the CBC team representing the Universidade 

Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre, Brazil) had arrived before we made the                    

decision to cancel the competition. In true Red Cross fashion the IHL team at National 

Headquarters worked hard to make sure that this team’s visit to our country and our organization’s headquarters 

was eventful and a beneficial learning experience. On the following page you can hear directly from the UFRGS team 

on their CBC experience. 
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 Our CBC Experience 
  Ana Carolina Marques Castiglio, IHL Clinic-UFRGS, Camilla Lacerda Siqueira, IHL Clinic-UFRGS and Felipe Gobatto  

Scheibler, IHL Clinic-UFRGS 
 

This March, we set out from Brazil to represent our university - Universidade Federal 

do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS)- in the Clara Barton Competition. We were all very 

enthusiastic about it - to the best of our knowledge, we were the first team from 

outside the USA to participate in the competition. We ran a fundraiser campaign, 

studied intensively, and trained through simulations with another team that was going to the Jean-Pictet 

Competition in Indonesia. However, when we arrived in D.C., we received the news that it would not be possible for 

the competition to happen due to the pandemic. We thought that all of our efforts were in vain. 

Gladly, the American Red Cross’s staff reached out to us and managed to turn our trip into an amazing experience. 

They welcomed us into the American Red Cross Headquarters, introduced us to other practitioners of international 

law - such as ICRC agents and an international criminal prosecutor - and provided us with a captivating exchange of 

knowledge on international humanitarian law and, perhaps most importantly, the praxis of their professions and the 

skills that would make a difference in the field, something invaluable to us as students wishing to follow that path. 

We got to meet some very special people, among them Randall Bagwell and Christian Jorgensen, who took every 

possible measure to ensure our trip would be memorable and worthwhile. Getting to know the work of American 

Red Cross and these professionals so intimately has helped shape our values and our determination to dedicate our 

lives to international humanitarian law. 

Connected to this is, of course, is what brought us to apply for participating in the competition. The three of us are 

members of the UFRGS IHL Clinic, the first group of its kind in Brazil. We develop numerous actions seeking to       

stimulate study and research on international humanitarian law and to disseminate knowledge of the subject to the 

general populace, train teams to participate in competitions such as the CBC, and seek to act as amicus curiae in     

cases related to IHL in both international and national courts, all of this mainly coordinated by students. Our work 

has begun very recently, in August 2019, but it has been expanding rapidly, and we believe in the strength of        

partnerships and knowledge exchanges with other organizations and individuals to further our goals. The experience 

provided to us by the American Red Cross has taught us things that will surely make a difference in our work, and we 

hope to have another team join them for the Clara Barton Competition next year! 

IHL Course Update: Even war Has Rules en Español! 

In an effort to make sure information on IHL is disseminated to as many people as possible the Even War Has Rules 

now has materials in Spanish! This is exciting news is all thanks to the hard work of our Spanish speaking volunteers  

who not only recognized this need but worked hard to translate and edit the materials. If you are a certified IHL     

instructor or would like to be a certified IHL instructor and you speak Spanish (B2 or higher) please contact Christian 

Jorgensen for more information.  
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Youth Action Campaign 

An Advocate’s Reflection by Sophie Maziejka 

The theme of the 2020 American Red Cross International Humanitarian Law Youth Action                     

Campaign was ‘The Ethics of Autonomous Weapons.’ As a member of the Youth Action                           

Campaign, I worked to teach my peers about IHL and its importance. However, before I was able 

to begin educating others on the topic of IHL, I had to learn what IHL is and why it exists. From 

an educational perspective, I most enjoyed learning about how IHL protects those who do not 

take part in the fighting, such as civilians and medical and religious military personnel.  

My transition from student to educator was an empowering experience that allowed me to grow confidence in my 

voice and advocacy efforts. Building off of my IHL knowledge and using resources from Volunteer Connection, I was 

able to design a survey to be shared across team members' social media accounts. This was a two-part survey (1) 

used to gauge our participants' understanding of IHL prior to watching an informational video about the rules of war; 

and (2) a post-video survey which was used to educate participants about IHL. Amid the spread of COVID-19, our 

team's in-person engagement activities were inevitably suspended. Initially, I was discouraged to learn that my 

campaign, as well as the rest of my semester, would proceed in the form of distance/online learning. However, after 

reevaluating my situation, I realized there were still numerous outreach possibilities. In my role as an advocate, I was 

able to develop a new perspective which became crucial in motivating me to share my knowledge of IHL with the 

public; Armed conflict does not stop because of the coronavirus so neither should my advocacy efforts. Spreading 

awareness of IHL is just as prevalent if not more so in a time when COVID-19 poses a serious threat to societies 

around the globe.  

Despite the interruption of this campaign, I learned how to adapt to these unforeseen changes, in collaboration with 

my team members, to develop an online campaign strategy. With the media’s attention on the pandemic, I decided 

to approach my social media campaign in a way that highlights the intersection of IHL and the growing threat of 

COVID-19. Thus, my objective became to illustrate how civilians in war-torn countries are at a higher-risk and are 

more vulnerable to contracting this virus. Taking into consideration the distress that has been caused in countries 

not already devastated by violence and conflict, the spread of this virus will have a potentially disastrous effect on 

war-torn countries. Just as the transition to an online campaign has shown me the possibilities for success through 

digital outreach, I have also gained a better understanding of where my campaign could improve via online medium. 

The downside to online advocacy is the lack of constructive conversation. Granted, this conversation is the                     

cornerstone of how we engage with the world around us. I feel my inability to converse in-person with peers has                         

weakened my success. Everything considered, I believe my campaign demonstrated that if normal citizens, soldiers, 

commanders, and politicians learn about International Humanitarian Law, and how to apply it properly, we can                    

preserve a measure of humanity amidst conflict.  

Overall, this campaign has taught me about the importance of the continued development of international                      

humanitarian law and introduced some of the challenges involved in making decisions as parties to an armed                      

conflict. Not only did I gain an understanding and appreciation of IHL, but I was able to apply the theories and                       

concepts I’ve learned in PSC 190 to both history and modern-day events; such as the protracted conflicts in Syria or 

Yemen. As a student, I learned how to express my thoughts in a more educated manner and create personalized 

messaging to the otherwise confusing topic of IHL without a political agenda or biased interpretation. The nature of 

this campaign is inspiring and doesn't fall short in addressing the conversations we need to have and the actions we 

need to take in the present day regarding IHL.  
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 IHL Dialogues  

Like most areas of study, those who study IHL are continuously publishing articles that spark conversation. In this 

section we would like to highlight a few recent publications that are furthering the dialogue within IHL.  

Please note: Although shared by the American Red Cross NHQ team these articles should not be interpreted as positioning the 

American Red Cross, ICRC, or IFRC in any way, and its content does not amount to formal policy or doctrine, unless specifically 

indicated as such.  

 “Applying Core Principles of International Humanitarian Law to Military Operations in Space” by  

Jack Mawdley 

This article published on April 4, 2020, in the Journal of Conflict and Security Law, is unique. This article looks at how 

international humanitarian law may apply to military operations in space. Though the laws of war are well             

established on earth, space poses new challenges to the principles of distinction, proportionality and precaution in 

attack. This publication applies future scenarios whereby operations might be directed against moon-based objects, 

or where military astronauts might be deployed into space and raises further questions as to how these principles 

should apply those situations. The publication can be found here. 

 ICRC articles regarding COVID-19 

The ICRC has published various articles concerning COVID-19 to their blog. Read them all by clicking on the titles 
below: 

“Cyber attacks against hospitals and the COVID-19 pandemic: How strong are international law protections?” by 

Kubo Mačák, Tilman Rodenhäuser & Laurent Gisel  

“We are not at ‘war’ with COVID-19: concerns from Italy’s ‘frontline’” by Adriano Iaria 

“COVID-19 response in conflict zones hinges on respect for international humanitarian law” by Cordula Droege 

“From the ‘Spanish Flu’ to COVID-19: lessons from the 1918 pandemic and First World War” by Cédric Cotter  

“COVID-19 and Islamic burial laws: safeguarding dignity of the dead” by Ahmed Al-Dawoody & Oran Finegan 

 “An Analysis on the ICJ’s 1996 Advisory Opinion on Nuclear Weapons: Shortcomings on the 

Approach to International Humanitarian Law” by Felipe Gobatto Scheibler & Luiza de Souza 

Fernandes 

This article provides the authors’ opinion concerning the issue  of nuclear weapons in relation to the fundamental 

principles of IHL. The article in its entirety can be found here. 

https://academic.oup.com/jcsl/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/jcsl/kraa005/5816052?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/04/02/cyber-attacks-hospitals-covid-19/
https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/04/09/not-at-war-covid-19-italy/
https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/04/16/covid-19-response-respect-international-humanitarian-law/
https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/04/23/spanish-flu-covid-19-1918-pandemic-first-world-war/
https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/04/30/covid-19-islamic-burial-laws/
https://4616f5ec-e083-40b8-97a3-9155df2f1811.filesusr.com/ugd/4d77b2_2fd31a207285408c9da8bee424de693f.pdf
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Operation Protect the Emblem 

On May 8th the international community celebrated World Red Cross Day. It is a 

day to not only celebrate and remind oneself of the fundamental principles that 
make up the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement, but also an opportunity to 
reflect on the amazing work that all who apart of the movement have done 
during the year. The movement’s global outreach has been lifesaving for many 
over the last 150+ years and the sight of the Red Cross or Red Crescent has 
become a universal sign of hope, protection, and safety to many. The emblem of 
the Red Cross is indeed one of the world’s most powerful symbols. It is for that 
reason that the Geneva Conventions of 1949 included an international law 
protecting the organization’s emblem from any non-permitted use. 
Unfortunately, as years have passed and the emblem has become more iconic so 
too have the number of reports regarding emblem misuse most commonly for 
commercialized purposes.  
 
In response to the growing number of emblem misuse cases because of the pandemic the American Red Cross’ 
Office of General Counsel and Services to the Armed Forces department have teamed up to fight against emblem 
misuse. This partnership has resulted in a large number of SAF volunteers working together to track down emblem 
misuse in places such as Amazon and Ebay and working with Red Cross lawyers to get those items taken off the 
“shelves.” Christian Jorgensen from the IHL team at National Headquarters had the opportunity to do “Q & A” with 
Allison Leader (Legal Director, ARC Office of General Counsel) and Randy Bagwell (Senior Director, International  
Services—US Programs, IS/SAF) to discuss and learn more about these efforts. 
 
 
Christian: Hi everyone thanks for speaking with me on this important topic. First off, I just wanted to know in 

general why is preventing the misuse of the emblem  important? Why is this something that not only benefits the 

movement in total but specifically our military? 

Allison: The American Red Cross believes this work to be important because misuse of the emblem dilutes the      

protective use of the emblem, which is to mark the medical, religious, and sanitary functions of the armed forces as 

outside of combat. We want to make sure that the Red Cross emblem retains its meaning to the public at large, 

both in the United States and throughout the world. If the Red Cross emblem is misunderstood as a descriptive 

symbol of medical care, first aid or assistance in emergencies, then its effectiveness as a protective symbol will be 

undermined, which we know can have deadly impact upon military medics and Red Cross workers providing aid and 

assistance in areas of conflict and disaster. Also, if the symbol is misunderstood as descriptive, then the US public 

will not be able to rely on it as a marker of services and goods offered by the American Red Cross and provided     

consistent with the Movement fundamental principles and the standards of expertise and quality maintained by the 

American Red Cross. 

Randy: The entire Red Cross/Red Crescent Movement got its start by trying to protect military medical assets. The 

Red Cross as an emblem was started in the first Geneva Convention in 1864, which was completely focused on    

protecting military medical assets in armed conflict. That use is still very much alive and important today. While we 

can get fixated on the Red Cross as a symbol of our movement, it means something else to the militaries of the 

world. It still protects military medical and religious personnel in armed conflict. Our efforts to protect the emblems 

use is to preserve that protection, along with the protections Allison mentioned. If we allow the Red Cross to 

become a generic emblem for all medical, the protection it offers in armed conflict will erode to the point that it 

could become worthless.    
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Christian: Where does the legal authority to prevent misuse come from?  

Allison: The Red Cross name and emblem were provided heightened protection under US law in 1906 in the original 

act chartering the American Red Cross. This has required that all use of the Red Cross name and emblem be 

authorized by the American Red Cross or the US Armed Forces. Since then, the special protections have been codified 

in federal criminal statutes, 18 U.S.C. Section 706 and 18 U.S.C. Section 917. In the past fifteen years, we have 

increased the strength and effectiveness of our enforcement activities by filing trademark registrations with the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office for the American Red Cross name and logos integrating the Red Cross 

emblem. 

For example, our trademark registrations have enabled availing ourselves of take-down mechanisms established by 

online platforms and domain name registrars, which are based upon the assertion of federal trademark registrations. 

In the United States, in order to protect the Red Cross emblem from misuse and ensure that its use remains 

associated with only the designated users, the American Red Cross must rely on the trademark rights it has 

established through more than 100 years of good works under the American Red Cross name and logos. Because the 

American Red Cross name and logo are so strong and recognizable, they receive special protection from dilution as 

famous marks under US law. This gives us even greater ability to protect the meaning of the Red Cross emblem under 

United States trademark laws because the logo is protected against a use even if that use does not cause confusion. 

This protection is more in line with the protection offered by the Red Cross emblem statutes, but is better understood 

and more likely to be recognized when asserted directly by the American Red Cross.  

 

Christian: Does the cross have to be anything in particular? By that I mean, is any red cross on a white background a 

violation? 

Allison: When the statutory protections of the Red Cross emblem were first established, Congress protected the 
rights of businesses that were using the Red Cross name and/or emblem as a trademark prior to 1906. The most well 
known is Johnson & Johnson. As a grandfathered user, J&J may continue to use a design emulating the Red Cross 
emblem as a trademark on its wound care and first aid products, so long as its use does not confuse the public that 
there is an affiliation with the American Red Cross. However, grandfathered users are prohibited from expanding their 
use to different classes of goods and services than those they offered before 1906.  
 
Any use of a Red Cross emblem, whether on a white background or not, and whether stylized or not, may violate the 
protective statute, and the trademark rights American Red Cross has established in its logos. However, the cross                         
design in the Red Cross emblem is a Greek cross - a cross with arms of the same length meeting in the middle. The 
American Red Cross does not consider it to be misuse when entities use other forms of crosses, such as the Latin cross 
or the Maltese cross if there is no intent or risk of confusing the public as to the meaning of the symbol and an 
association with the American Red Cross. 
 
Christian: There seems to be a lot of law involved in preventing misuse of the emblems. Does this mean only 

lawyers or legal professionals can volunteer to enforce protect the emblem from misuse? 

Randy: Not at all. In fact, there is very little about our program that requires legal review or experience. What we 

need most is people willing to search for and report possible abuses. If we do this, we can take this time-consuming 

task away from our legal team in OGC, freeing up their time to focus on the legal aspects of what we are doing. This 

will exponentially increase their ability to go after this problem.  
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Christian: Have you seen any results in the volunteer emblem-enforcement program so far?  

Randy: We have seen very impressive results. In just one month of the team being in operation, they have already 

identified 330 possible violations. Of that Allison has been able to review and approve over 100 of these for 

reporting for possible violations. Of these approved, over 50 have already been removed from the online platforms 

where they were offered for sale. That is all just in one month!  

Christian: How can people get involved? Who should someone contact if they are interested in volunteering? 

Randy:  This is a great opportunity for a few people who want to do this kind of work. It’s a small team and we don’t 

need hundreds of people but a another 25 to 50 people that could put in an hour or two a week could help. The 

work involves working from your home on your own device to search for possible violations and then logging them 

into our SharePoint site so access to the internet and a PC are required. If joining the fight against emblem misuse is 

something someone is interested in or if they have  questions they should reach out to the IHL team at NHQ at 

IHLaw@redcross.org. 

Christian: Can people report violations they see that aren’t on eBay or Amazon? Also, if people see violations but 

aren’t on the team, can they still report them?  

Randy:  Yes, to both questions. We want Red Crossers regardless where they work to report possible violations and 

even if they are not seen on eBay or Amazon. I also want to just say that these two platforms are doing nothing 

wrong and they are easy to work with when there is a violation. The issue isn’t them, but rather the issue is the 

items that people sell through these platforms. Those same issue happen across online platforms as well as in items 

sold in brick and mortar stores also. If someone sees a violation they should report it by sending a picture and 

details about where it is being sold, such as a URL from the website if it is being sold online to 

Trademarks@redcross.org. We just ask that people keep in mind that we already have teams working on items on 

eBay and Amazon so items being sold there have likely already been identified.  

Upcoming Events 

May 

May 19 Long Before Nuremberg: Islamic Law of Armed Conflict. (Virtual), Tuesday, May 19, 11:00 

a.m. –12:00 p.m.  (EDT). This event is hosted by Anethum Global in cooperation with the In-

ternational Bar Association's War Crime Committee. 

May 20 IHL Brown Bag Lunch Series: Direct Participation in Hostilities and Organized Armed Groups 

(Virtual), Wednesday, May 20, 12:00 p.m.—1:00 p.m. (EDT).  

May 25-29  IHL Now (Virtual), M-F, May 25-29 1:30 p.m.—3:00 p.m. (EDT). This five day event is free 

   and is hosted by The Canadian Red Cross and the University of Ottawa’s Human Rights         

   Research and Education Centre. Interested participants must register by May 22.                    

   Attendance  to all five days of the event is not required. 

mailto:ihlaw@redcross.org
mailto:Trademarks@redcross.org?subject=Possible%20emblem%20misuse
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/long-before-nuremberg-islamic-law-of-armed-conflict-tickets-104529578784
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwoc-iprTsjHdcvyZVRV_0OYGUy4NeLyyn2
https://www.redcross.ca/how-we-help/international-humanitarian-law/conferences-trainings-and-events/may-25th-to-may-29th-2020-ihl-now-%E2%80%93-a-special-online-learning-series
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Tips for a successful remote IHL course 

The following checklist should be reviewed before each remote IHL course using Zoom. If there are any questions or 

problems with running your course reach out to the IHL team at NHQ. 

 Do a Test-Run 

Do a quick test-run to make sure that all videos and slides work. 

***Before clicking share screen the individual sharing the screen must select “share computer sound.” This 
must be done if you are choosing to use any videos to present on any topics (i.e. IHL principles).*** 

 

 
Also, when videos are played the presenter must mute their computer during the video to avoid any 

potential sound echoes. 

 

 Arrive Early to the Session 

Although remote it is important to arrive 15 min or more prior to the start of your Zoom session. This will allow 
you to admit people from the waiting room in a timely manner. 

 

 Make Announcements 

As people enter it is important to make the following announcements: 

 

 “If you have questions during the presentation please enter them in the chat box and we will address them at the 
end. (My co-instructor) will note your question. 

  “Please make sure you stay on mute during the presentation” 

 “For those associated with the Red Cross and looking for EDGE credit but forgot to sign up for the session please 
alert (my co-instructor) and they will make sure you receive credit for your attendance.” 

 “If there are technical difficulties you experience please message (my co-instructor) and we will do our best 
to fix any issues on our end.” 

 

 Have Two Instructors  

Online classes should be led by two instructors. One to serve as a primary instructor and the other to serve as 
a secondary instructor.  

 

(Continued on page 11) 
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 The primary instructor will be responsible for the following: 

1. Making announcements. 

2. Being the main presenter and lecturer. 

A. This includes introductions and explaining the procedure on how to ask questions. 

B. The primary instructor is also responsible for setting up and managing the slide show. 

3. Managing the waiting room 

A. If you choose to allow for a wait room beware of the below. (If this is something, you’d rather not 
worry about it is perfectly acceptable to not require a wait room, but you will have to select this 
manually when setting up the Zoom session.) 

i. However, this means you will have to individually click to admit each person and people 
may show up late. 

ii. The secondary instructor may do this as well, but “host” duties will need to be shared in 
Zoom for this to happen.  

 

 The secondary instructor will be responsible for the following: 

1. Managing attendance and recording attendance amounts. It will be important of keeping track of who is in 
attendance if people are receiving credit for their attendance. Also to record the total amount of 
participants. 

  2. Monitoring the chat in Zoom, noting questions asked/responding to the, and will be responsible for 
bringing anything urgent up to the primary instructor during the presentation (i.e. poor sound quality, 
issues with sharing the screen, etc.) 

3. Provide necessary assistance to the primary instructor as needed. 

4. Mute people who have become unmuted. 

(Continued from page 10) 


